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The practical  
benefits for you  
are paramount

Honest opinions lead to  

product innovations

There is nothing more valuable than an honest feedback from a customer. This is exactly 

why close cooperation with installers, contractors and architects is so important for wedi 

– to suit new requirements, a dynamical adaptation of product solutions we offer for  

bathrooms and wet rooms is necessary. A good example: wedi Top Line. After the successful 

launch of the Fundo Top and wedi Top Wall design surfaces, the market very quickly 

demanded expansion of the range. No sooner said than done – the new product portfolio 

provides two additional colours and new, pre-formed ready-to-use surfaces for wedi  

functional design elements. The brand new wedi Top Line and many other new products 

can be found in this brochure.
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wedi Top® Line

Stylish design surfaces for the shower and bath. With the new wedi Top Line, wedi offers a broad product port-

folio of ready-to-use surfaces now in a total of five colours – a homogeneous pure white and four additional 

textured shades with a natural stone resemblance. The product line is already established on the market by a 

range of Fundo Top surfaces perfectly matched to wedi Fundo shower elements Primo, Plano and Riolito neo 

and a range of wedi Top Wall design surfaces for the cladding of walls and other vertical surfaces. Expanding 

the line further in 2020, new pre-formed surface solutions are added to match wedi functional design elements 

such as the wedi Sanoasa bench 3, wedi I-Board or wedi Sanwell Niches.

All ready-to-use surfaces are perfectly tailored to the corresponding wedi element, which means: no looking 

around for individual items, different tools and accessories, instead find everything in one place and benefit from 

a quick and easy installation and a guaranteed reliability in the wedi system. The seamless design surfaces are 

particularly easy to clean and can be tailored to the requirements on site using a standard hand tool. The new 

wedi Top Line is indeed the perfect alternative to traditional tiles that always fits.

wedi Sanwell Top 

Fundo Top  

channel cover set

wedi I-Board Top

Fundo Top for Fundo Primo,  

Riolito neo and Plano

wedi Sanoasa Top

wedi Top Wall
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Available in the colours:

Natural stone look,  
stone grey

Homogeneous,  
pure white

NEW: Natural stone look, 
sahara beige

NEW: Natural stone look, 
concrete grey

Natural stone look,  
carbon black
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wedi Sanoasa® Shine

Exclusive wellness loungers with an extravagant design coating. For the sophisticated private bathroom or public 

wellness facility both internal and external areas the wedi Sanoasa Shine range offers comfortable loungers in 

five different shapes. The high-quality varnish, applied in a multi-layer process, can be produced in approx. 200 

UNI colours (RAL) or with a mother-of-pearl effect, makes each lounger a refined designer furniture element.

The surfaces are seamless and are therefore particularly hygienic and easy to maintain.

The best thing: they can be used as soon as they’ve been set up – without any installation effort. Thanks to their 

low weight, they can be re-positioned as and when required.

wedi Sanoasa Shine lounger 1 wedi Sanoasa Shine lounger 2 wedi Sanoasa Shine lounger 3
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wedi Sanoasa Shine lounger 4 wedi Sanoasa Shine lounger 5

Approx. 200  
UNI or  

mother-of-
pearl colours
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For the creation of straight, 

corner or U shapes

Floating structure,

extremely strong (170 kg

per m when tiled)

wedi Sanoasa® floating bench

Comfortable seating options in the desired size. The spacious bench in the wedi Sanoasa range is attached on 

three sides without any substructure thus designed to be floating. The special bit: the length of the tileable 

bench element can be crafted with millimetre precision between 1,500 and 3,000 mm. A square element is 

available for the connection of two benches allowing for a corner or a U shaped seating solution. For even 

more comfort, a hot water heating system can be integrated into the bench structure. All tools needed for 

installation are included in the scope of delivery – for a particularly quick and easy installation.
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Fundo Plano® complete shower element

Relaunch of the slimmest wedi complete system. The Fundo Plano shower element has been optimised based on

the wishes of wedi customers. The previously square extension collar now has a round shape and can be shorte-

ned to the desired size more quickly and easily as a result. In addition, the odour trap is even easier to remove. 

With an installation height of just 65 mm, the new Fundo Plano remains the slimmest wedi complete system with 

integrated drain and is thus particularly suitable for old building renovation, where every millimetre counts. Extra 

tip: the Fundo Plano complete system can be combined with the matching new Fundo Top Plano design surface.

Perfect for renovations,

with a depth of just 65 mm

Floating structure,

load capacity up to 150 kg

With new extension collar and

improved odour trap

wedi Sanbath® floating 

wash basin with channel

The floating wash basin with linear drainage is avail-

able in any width between 500 and 1,300 mm. In 

addition, there are four channel lengths (300, 700, 

800 and 900 mm) to choose from and the type of 

channel cover (standard, exclusive,  tileable) can also 

be individually specified. It has brackets integrated in 

the factory to make installation a lot easier – screw 

on, tile, done!

wedi I-Board® Plus  

WC dry wall installation cladding

Especially for plaster and mosaic tiling. The new wedi

I-Board Plus combines all the benefits of the tried 

and tested wedi I-Board but has an additional rein-

forcement plate integrated in the factory. As a result, 

the pressure load from the attached WC ceramics is 

perfectly offset so that the dry wall installation can 

be individually tiled with mosaic from 2 × 2 cm or 

plastered.
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Perfect pattern, pipe  

spacing: 150 mm

For installation of a

hot water heating pipe

(Ø 16 mm)

wedi PreLine

The wedi building board PreLine is a fully prepared building board element for easy installation of hot water 

heating systems. Factory integrated recesses allow for quick and safe installation of water pipes whilst strong 

insulation properties of the material itself prevent heat escaping to the ground thus promote a balanced heat 

distribution across the entire space. Adhesion of the wedi PreLine elements to the screed floor and backfilling of 

the pipe ducts is done very simply with the appropriate tile adhesive (recommendation: wedi 320). It truly is the 

perfect element for quick and waterproof implementation of underfloor heating systems.

Fundo RioLigno and wedi Fundo® channel drain substructure element

The shower element with linear drainage especially for suspended timber floors.The Fundo RioLigno is a complement 

to the Fundo Ligno shower element that has been established on the market for many years. It offers a flush-to-floor 

solution with elegant linear drainage for timber floors. With it’s outer edge of just 25 mm, the Fundo RioLigno 

shower element fits wonderfully into the existing wooden surface layer without cutting into floor joists or building 

up further height. The new wedi Fundo channel drain substructure element was especially designed for use with 

the new Fundo RioLigno. The pre-formed foam element guarantees reliable support and accurate aligning of the 

drain underneath the shower element eliminating the time consuming building and filling with mortar/screed 

thus speeds up the installation even further. An additional bonus: Fundo RioLigno is 100 % compatible with wedi 

channel drains and covers as well as with slope profiles and preformed sloped lip-end sealing tapes from wedi. 

For quick and

reliable installation

Fundo RioLigno outer edge  

height = height of the  

suspended timber floor
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 wedi 620 sealant 

For sealing in the wedi system. wedi Tools sealing 

tapes, sealing corners and sealing gaiters can be 

bonded and sealed in 1 step with wedi 620. It can 

also be used for sealing of wedi Vapor 85 with 

pre-integrated vapour membrane barrier applied in 

the factory and of joint areas of the wedi Subliner 

Dry and wedi Subliner Dry & Flex sealing and decoupling 

membranes.

Waterproofing,

vapour barrier

and thermal insulation

For walls, ceilings

and floors

Indispensable  

in combination  

with wedi Vapor 85

wedi Vapor 85 

For wet rooms which are constantly under heavy 

strain. wedi Vapor 85 is both a panel type sealing 

system and a building board with structural vapour 

barrier properties. Thanks to the pre-integrated 

vapour membrane barrier applied in the factory 

it is perfect for challenging applications in areas 

with high levels of humidity.
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wedi Nonstep® ProS sound insulation fleece

Improved sound insulation with a lower installation height. wedi Nonstep ProS is a high-quality sound insulation 

fleece which is used under the wedi Fundo shower elements to significantly reduce water impact and footstep 

noises. The Nonstep ProS not only meets the minimum requirements (DIN 4109) but has also been successfully 

tested in the wedi system for compliance with the increased sound insulation requirements (VDI 4100). The soft 

and flexible material easily covers any unevenness in the floor, is moisture and rot-resistant, prevents mould 

growth and is recyclable.

wedi Tools® cut-resistant tape

Cut and stab-resistant to protect the sealing. wedi cut-resistant tape is used in particular for wall/wall and wall/

floor joints, as well as for expansion and contraction joints in the floor. The robust material prevents damage to 

the sealing when cutting out elastic sealants, e.g. with a cutter knife. It is particularly easy to use thanks to the 

self-adhesive strips. With a thickness of just 0.90 mm, the cut-resistant tape has little effect on the total installation 

height and can be perfectly integrated into any wedi sealing system.

Perfect for use with wedi

Tools sealing tapes and wedi

Tools butyl bathtub sealing tape

Its thickness of just 9 mm  

only slightly changes the  

installation height
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wedi Tools® wall sealing set

Everything in one package. The wedi Tools wall sealing set provides all of the components for reliable and durable 

sealing of the wall surfaces in the shower area – as an alternative to wall sealing with wedi building boards. It 

includes the waterproof and crack-bridging wedi Subliner Dry sealing membrane, the wedi Tools sealing tape 

for flexible joint sealing, the wedi Tools sealing collars in various sizes for sealing of pipe penetrations and the 

wedi 520 flexible two-component sealant.

One set,

everything 

included
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Fundo Top® ready-to-use surface
for Fundo Plano

Homogeneous, pure white Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735625   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072031010 4024125127370

suitable for order no. 073735630, 073735631 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072031011 4024125127387

suitable for order no. 073735621 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072031000 4024125127363

Natural stone look, sahara beige Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735625   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030700 4024125128346

suitable for order no. 073735630, 073735631 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030701 4024125128421

suitable for order no. 073735621 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072030702 4024125128506

Natural stone look, stone grey Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735625   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030900 4024125128384

suitable for order no. 073735630, 073735631 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030901 4024125128469

suitable for order no. 073735621 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072030902 4024125128544

Natural stone look, concrete grey Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735625   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030800 4024125128360

suitable for order no. 073735630, 073735631 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030801 4024125128445

suitable for order no. 073735621 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072030802 4024125128520

Natural stone look, carbon black Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735625   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030600 4024125128407

suitable for order no. 073735630, 073735631 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072030601 4024125128483

suitable for order no. 073735621 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072030602 4024125128568
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Fundo Top® ready-to-use surface
for Fundo Primo

Fundo Top® ready-to-use surface
for Fundo Riolito neo

Fundo Top® channel cover set
for Fundo Riolito neo

Fundo Top® cladding
for Fundo Primo, Plano, Riolito neo

Natural stone look, sahara beige Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735170   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010700 4024125127936

suitable for order no. 073735171 1,200 × 1,200 × 6 mm 072010703 4024125127998

suitable for order no. 073735174 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010701 4024125127950

suitable for order no. 073736174 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010702 4024125127974

suitable for order no. 073735150 1,400 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010706 4024125128049

suitable for order no. 073735152 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072010707 4024125128063

suitable for order no. 073735180 1,800 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010705 4024125128025

Natural stone look, concrete grey Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 073735170   900 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010800 4024125128087

suitable for order no. 073735171 1,200 × 1,200 × 6 mm 072010803 4024125128148

suitable for order no. 073735174 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010801 4024125128100

suitable for order no. 073736174 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010802 4024125128124

suitable for order no. 073735150 1,400 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010806 4024125128186

suitable for order no. 073735152 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072010807 4024125128209

suitable for order no. 073735180 1,800 ×  900 × 6 mm 072010805 4024125128162

Natural stone look, sahara beige Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 075100004 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072020700 4024125128223

suitable for order no. 075100034 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072020701 4024125128247

suitable for order no. 075100005 1,800 ×  900 × 6 mm 072020702 4024125128261

Natural stone look, concrete grey Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

suitable for order no. 075100004 1,200 ×  900 × 6 mm 072020800 4024125128285

suitable for order no. 075100034 1,600 × 1,000 × 6 mm 072020801 4024125128308

suitable for order no. 075100005 1,800 ×  900 × 6 mm 072020802 4024125128322

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Natural stone look, sahara beige 790 × 45 × 13 mm 072000700 4024125128582

Natural stone look, concrete grey 790 × 45 × 13 mm 072000800 4024125128605

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Natural stone look, sahara beige 1,880 × 200 × 6 mm 072040700 4024125128629

Natural stone look, concrete grey 1,880 × 200 × 6 mm 072040800 4024125128643
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Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

Natural stone look, sahara beige 2,500 ×  900 × 6 mm 072042040 4024125128667

Natural stone look, sahara beige 2,500 × 1,200 × 6 mm 072042041 4024125128704

Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

Natural stone look, concrete grey 2,500 ×  900 × 6 mm 072042020 4024125128681

Natural stone look, concrete grey 2,500 × 1,200 × 6 mm 072042021 4024125128728

wedi Top® Wall ready-to-use surface

wedi Sanwell® Top ready-to-use surface n Niche 20 / 40
for wedi Sanwell Niches

wedi Sanwell® Top ready-to-use surface n Niche 30 / 60
for wedi Sanwell Niches

wedi I-Board® Top ready-to-use surface 
for wedi I-Board

Internal dimensions
(L × W × D)

Length × width × depth Order no. GTIN

Homogeneous, pure white 218 × 418 × 94 mm 230 × 430 × 100 mm 074315800 4024125127561

Natural stone look, stone grey 218 × 418 × 94 mm 230 × 430 × 100 mm 074315805 4024125127585

Natural stone look, sahara beige 218 × 418 × 94 mm 230 × 430 × 100 mm 074315815 4024125127622

Natural stone look, concrete grey 218 × 418 × 94 mm 230 × 430 × 100 mm 074315820 4024125127646

Natural stone look, carbon black 218 × 418 × 94 mm 230 × 430 × 100 mm 074315810 4024125127608

Internal dimensions
(L × W × D)

Length × width × depth Order no. GTIN

Homogeneous, pure white 318 × 618 × 94 mm 330 × 630 × 100 mm 074315801 4024125127578

Natural stone look, stone grey 318 × 618 × 94 mm 330 × 630 × 100 mm 074315806 4024125127592

Natural stone look, sahara beige 318 × 618 × 94 mm 330 × 630 × 100 mm 074315816 4024125127639

Natural stone look, concrete grey 318 × 618 × 94 mm 330 × 630 × 100 mm 074315821 4024125127653

Natural stone look, carbon black 318 × 618 × 94 mm 330 × 630 × 100 mm 074315811 4024125127615

Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

Homogeneous, pure white 1,200 × 1,245 × 6 mm 073964250 4024125127684

Natural stone look, stone grey 1,200 × 1,245 × 6 mm 073964251 4024125127691

Natural stone look, sahara beige 1,200 × 1,245 × 6 mm 073964253 4024125127714

Natural stone look, concrete grey 1,200 × 1,245 × 6 mm 073964254 4024125127721

Natural stone look, carbon black 1,200 × 1,245 × 6 mm 073964252 4024125127707
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wedi Sanoasa® Shine lounger 1

wedi Sanoasa® Shine lounger 4

wedi Sanoasa® Shine lounger 5

wedi Sanoasa® Shine lounger 2

wedi Sanoasa® Shine lounger 3

Length × seat depth × height Order no. GTIN

Homogeneous, pure white 1,200 × 380 × 460 mm 076447502 4024125127837

Natural stone look, stone grey 1,200 × 380 × 460 mm 076447512 4024125127844

Natural stone look, sahara beige 1,200 × 380 × 460 mm 076447532 4024125127868

Natural stone look, concrete grey 1,200 × 380 × 460 mm 076447542 4024125127875

Natural stone look, carbon black 1,200 × 380 × 460 mm 076447522 4024125127851

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Uni colour (RAL) 1,920 × 700 × 672 mm 076400065 4024125129077

Mother-of-pearl colour 1,920 × 700 × 672 mm 076400066 4024125129084

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Uni colour (RAL) 2,014 × 700 × 921 mm 076400074 4024125129138

Mother-of-pearl colour 2,014 × 700 × 921 mm 076400075 4024125129145

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Uni colour (RAL) 1,738 × 700 × 890 mm 076400077 4024125129152

Mother-of-pearl colour 1,738 × 700 × 890 mm 076400078 4024125129169

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Uni colour (RAL) 1,442 × 700 × 1,104 mm 076400068 4024125129091

Mother-of-pearl colour 1,442 × 700 × 1,104 mm 076400069 4024125129107

Length × width × height Order no. GTIN

Uni colour (RAL) 1,856 × 700 × 764 mm 076400071 4024125129114

Mother-of-pearl colour 1,856 × 700 × 764 mm 076400072 4024125129121

wedi Sanoasa® Top ready-to-use surface n finish rounded
for wedi Sanoasa bench 3
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wedi Sanoasa® floating bench n individual

Fundo Plano® complete shower element n DN 40

Fundo RioLigno shower element with linear drainage n for for wooden floors

wedi Fundo® channel drain substructure element

wedi I-Board® Plus 
WC dry wall installation cladding n especially for plaster and mosaic

Length × width × thickness Pallet edging Order no. GTIN

1,200 × 1,245 × 20 mm 30 Pieces 073964222 4024125127196

wedi Sanbath® floating wash basin with channel n individual

Width x depth x height Order no. GTIN

500 – 1,300 × 500 × 120 mm 073606098 4024125127226

Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

channel length 700 mm   900 ×  900 × 25 mm 075100200 4024125127158

channel length 700 mm 1,200 ×  900 × 25 mm 075100201 4024125127165

channel length 900 mm 1,200 × 1,200 × 25 mm 075100202 4024125127172

channel length 800 mm 1,600 × 1,000 × 25 mm 075100203 4024125127189

Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

240 × 240 × 82 mm 073732091 4024125128841

Length × depth × thickness Order no. GTIN

square, drain central   900 ×  900 × 65 mm 073735625 4024125127301

square, drain central 1,000 × 1,000 × 65 mm 073735626 4024125127318

rectangular, drain central, short side connection 1,200 ×  900 × 65 mm 073735630 4024125127332

rectangular, drain central, long side connection 1,200 ×  900 × 65 mm 073735631 4024125127349

square, drain central 1,200 × 1,200 × 65 mm 073735627 4024125127325

rectangular, drain offset 1,400 ×  900 × 65 mm 073735620 4024125127288

rectangular, drain offset 1,600 × 1,000 × 65 mm 073735621 4024125127295

Dimensions Order no. GTIN

Straight 1,500 – 3,000 × 450 mm 076400760 4024125127400

Corner variant 076400761 4024125127394
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wedi Vapor 85 building board n with vapour barrier

wedi PreLine n building board for laying hot water heating systems

Length × depth × thickness surface Pallet edging Order no. GTIN

2,500 × 600 × 12.5 mm 1.5 m² 50 Pieces 010702012 4024125125420

2,500 × 600 × 20 mm 1.5 m² 50 Pieces 010702020 4024125128780

2,500 × 900 × 12.5 mm 2.25 m² 50 Pieces 010702912 4024125125444

2,500 × 900 × 20 mm 2.25 m² 50 Pieces 010702920 4024125128797

Length × depth × thickness surface Pallet edging Order no. GTIN

1,240 × 600 × 30 mm 0,74 m² 72 Pieces 076400257 4024125120128

1,240 × 600 × 40 mm 0,74 m² 72 Pieces 076400259 4024125120494

1,240 × 600 × 50 mm 0,74 m² 48 Pieces 076400260 4024125120517

1,240 × 600 × 60 mm 0,74 m² 48 Pieces 076400258 4024125120135

wedi 620 sealant
for bonding and sealing

wedi Tools® wall sealing set

wedi Tools® cut-resistant tape

wedi Nonstep® ProS sound insulation fleece

content Order no. GTIN

single-component polymer sealant 290 ml / cartridge 076902010 4024125126380

content Order no. GTIN

1 set / box 095110371 4024125127257

Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

10 m × 35 mm × 0.9 mm 095110353 4024125127233

Length × width × thickness Order no. GTIN

  900 × 900 × 9 mm 011255007 4024125127202

1,200 × 600 × 9 mm 011255008 4024125127219
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wedi Systems (UK) Ltd 
Unit 4 Mercury Park  Mercury Way 
Trafford Park  M41 7LY 
Great Britain

Telephone + 44 161 864 2336 
Fax + 44 161 864 1323

info@wedi.co.uk 
www.wedi.co.uk

wedi GmbH 
Hollefeldstraße 51 
48282 Emsdetten 
Germany

Telephone + 49 25 72 156-0 
Fax + 49 25 72 156-133

info@wedi.de 
www.wedi.eu


